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Neocolonial mind snatching: Sylvia Wynter and the
curriculum of Man

Ebony Rose

University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA

ABSTRACT
In her scholarship of the past five decades, Sylvia Wynter has
woven a critique of education in Caribbean, European, African,
and American societies. In addition, her work demonstrates how
education globally structures a particular cultural, historical, and
onto-epistemic anti-Black/anti-Indigenous worldview. In Wynter’s
most neglected piece of work ‘Do Not Call Us Negros’ How
Multicultural Textbooks Perpetuate Racism she weaponizes the
second and third wave of her work1 to unpack and provide a
fresh critique to the Black English debates that occurred in
California in the 1990s. In this, she reframes debates about history
curriculum and culture from a white conservative nativist one of
Man (the status quo) to the alternative Black Studies Alterity
Perspective rooted in the liminal Black socio-historical-cultural
experiences. Continuing Wynter’s layered excavation of education
as the site of EuroAmerican cultural reproduction, I sketch out a
different philosophical discourse to those grounded in capital
and/or race debates of the social sciences; I present a philosoph-
ical European coming of age story of humanism as a distant stage
in how the West became self-aware and created a consciousness
of itself. In doing so, this Western European humanism, or what
Wynter coins Man for short, embarked on a 500-year journey of
colonialism/coloniality to plunder the gifts and talents of the
minds and bodies of non-middle-class, non-European populations
through a process/technique of what I coin Neocolonial
Mind Snatching.
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Black Studies Meets Curriculum Studies

In her piece, “The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual: A Post Date,” Black studies literary
critic, Hortense J. Spillers, asks, “What is the work of the Black creative intellectual, for
all we know now” (Spillers, 2003, p. 450, italics author’s). Spillers argues that there is a
crisis in the field of Black Studies, and among its Black creative intellectuals. The claim
she makes is twofold: first, African American/Black studies and its intellectuals lack
what she calls an “object of analysis,” which urges thinkers to pinpoint, “what object is
the site in which we articulate our work?” or “what do we actually study?” What makes
a Black creative intellectual a Black creative intellectual (Spillers, 2003)? Secondly, too
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often “the intellectual rightly grasps the figure of the musician for the wrong reason-
s… it is the performance of the music that counts here apparently, as we know Black
musicians and remember them by the instruments of their performance” (Spillers,
2003, p. 450). Spillers takes to task Black creative intellectuals who compare their work
to Black musicians. In doing so, Black creative intellectuals often compare their work
to the ego and the music of the musician, but Spillers corrects this by claiming the
distinctiveness of the performance is what sets the standard of excellence.
Nonetheless, plenty of Black creative intellectuals’ work lacks both the distinctiveness
and differentiation to set them apart from their contemporaries in the academy, and
lack what defines the brilliance of, let us say, Charles Mingus, Billie Holiday, or Nina
Simone. But if we as Black creative intellectuals do not “make music, as it were, and
should not try, but he can ‘play.’ What, then, is his [sic] ‘instrument?’” (Spillers, 2003,
p. 451).

The central positionality of the Black creative intellectual is “constitute[ed] by sys-
temic theoretical practice and this is her ‘instrument,’ forever and anon” (Spillers, 2003,
p. 456, italics author’s). Black creative intellectuals’ instrument is the ability to deeply
read, read deeply, and formulate questions. Through this reading and questioning we
are able to write using our gift of language to “induce a new set of demands,” refram-
ing not only the field in which we work, but the entire epistemological framework
that defines this “crisis” in Black studies (Spillers, 2003), and, as I will argue in this
paper, the field of education, too (Rose, 2016). The field of education, including the
disciplines of curriculum and instruction and teaching and learning, has exhausted
theory after theory and yet, the structural position of Black children remains
unchanged. Far too often, academics, teachers, administrators, grassroots activists,
parents, and politicians have fought to challenge and change the educational system
without addressing the correspondent terrain that contains the codes instructing us to
dehumanize the very subjects these agents are attempting to liberate. Consequently,
we continue to imprison ourselves and our children in the coloniality of being/truth/free-
dom/power as we continuously mis-recognize and mis-represent the actual onto-epis-
temology of the order for material, recognition, and political battles. In Wynterian
language, we continuously mistake the map for the territory (Wynter, 2006). Therefore,
we fail Black children as the most extreme representation of the Human Others, who,
in modernity, are the Nigger Chaos category (Wynter, 1984). No one addresses this cri-
sis as brilliantly as Sylvia Wynter. If Spillers is correct, and we need to find our “object
of study” and “instrument,” then Wynter is both. If Black creative intellectuals’ object is
our language, then Sylvia Wynter has used and deployed herself as a Black woman
and Caribbean subject, to a theoretical practice to formulate a distinctive and differen-
tiated instrument to become ‘“the living site of a significant intervention’” (Spillers,
2003, p.456, italics author’s).

In short, the method that I will utilize in this paper is the distinctiveness of my per-
formative aspect of writing this piece as a “living site of intervening” in the spirit of
Spillers for the field of education and, more specifically, the literature of curriculum
studies. In doing so, I hope my utilization of different academic disciplines, writing
techniques, and genre styles continues to open up spaces for Wynterian thought in
education as a means to disrupt and destabilize the stale field of knowledge in
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education, governed by an anti-human, and specifically anti-Black “Western worldview”
(Dumas & Ross, 2016; Wynter, 1976, 2000). Sylvia Wynter is instrumental to this pro-
ject. Wynter, as a colonial subject, experiences and exists as a liminal Jamaican Black
woman. Consequently, as an urban, Black man situated in late-modernity, I too exist in
and experience a liminal “No Humans Allowed” category (Wynter, 1994). In both
Wynter’s and my context, we represent two of the hundreds of millions of subjects
that have been constituted as the most extreme ontological Other of Man in modern-
ity: diasporic African originated peoples (Wynter, 1976, 1984, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1995,
1996, 2000, 2003, 2006). Thus, the object of this paper is to situate my work outside
of the Euro-American Western epistemic cultural apparatus in a Black, Latin American,
Caribbean, Indigenous, and Africana context. From my very standpoint, I can more
truthfully observe the ongoing colonial strategy of domination being propelled by
education and can critique the ontological and epistemological colonialism (or the
onto-epistemology of coloniality) that lies at the heart of what appears to be a purely
economic colonial project.

My objective in this paper is to propose the idea that the processes of anti-
Blackness, anti-Black racism, in our culture, civilization, and onto-epistemological sys-
tems in the West are exported to the Global South and the Third World to create and
shape global educational policy, which manifests itself in the curriculum promoted in
Africa by the West. Moreover, this Westernized curriculum is currently being weapon-
ized through policies and teaching pedagogies to prolong colonialism through colo-
niality. My key contribution will be to explicitly weave a complex narrative that
transcends space and time on coloniality and anti-Black education through the works
of Anibal Quijano, Walter D. Mignolo, and Nelson Maldonado-Torres, as well as other
arguments around racial colonialism from Frantz Fanon and Aim�e C�esaire, to coin
Neocolonial Mind Snatching. To explain this process, I am going to modernize Carter G.
Woodson’s thesis in his classic, Mis-Education of the Negro. In Mis-Education of the
Negro, Woodson argues that although Blacks were, at the turn of century, “free”
(meaning without the physical shackles of slavery), Blacks were still enslaved through
the education they received in this country (Woodson, 1933/2016). Grounding my
ideas on Neocolonial Mind Snatching in Mis-Education of the Negro, I expand
Woodson’s specific claims on Black mis-education at the turn of the 20th century as a
tool to evaluate Western educational systems. As a result, I will produce a total foun-
dational account of education as it is structured by civilizational racism at the onto-
logical and epistemological level (Gordon, 2015; Scheurich & Young, 1997). Through
the work of Wynter, I can make the global claims necessary to demonstrate how and
why something as simple as a curriculum contains the same violence of colonialism,
imperialism, slavery, capitalist exploitation, genocide and empire. This is the current
trap that Africa and its others find themselves in, as it is not a primarily economic one,
it is only secondarily so. Rather, the trap is an ontological and epistemological one set
by Europeans.

This paper will begin with Wynter’s coming of age story of humanism as a distant
stage in how the West became self-aware and created a consciousness of itself. After,
I will address the implications and ramifications that this has in our classrooms here in
the United States, then later in global education curricula. Lastly, I will put Wynter in
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conversation with Frantz Fanon and Aim�e C�esaire as they call for Black people, as a
liminal group, to leave Europe and all things related to this planetary existence. This
will be explained as the human others’ or the liminal categories’ attempt at de-coloniza-
tion. If Wynter can help us see through this mess, then she can navigate us out of it.
Therefore, the radical Black creative intellectual’s languages, discourses, ideas, and
social imaginaries from the past and present will be summoned to later write a new
Project Human—the otherworldly goal and desire of a non-post-trans-Western
Humanism grounded in entirely new Biblical-like mythos origin stories imagined from
the Black and Indigenous peoples themselves (King, 2017; Mignolo, 2007;
Wynter, 2006).

Conceptual Background: The Coloniality of Man: The Darkest Side
of Modernity

Colonialism in the traditional sense involves “a relation of direct, political, social and
cultural domination established by the Europeans over the conquered of all conti-
nents. This domination is known as a specific ‘Eurocentric colonialism’” (Quijano, 2010,
p. 23). We know this from Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks and his The Wretched
of the Earth, but what Quijano illustrates in “Coloniality and Modernity/Rationality” is
that Eurocentric colonialism, in its political formation, above all the formal and explicit
aspects, has been “defeated” in most cases. Thus, the Eurocentric colonialism, in the
sense of a formal system of political domination by Western European societies over
others, seems a question of the past. But, de-colonial scholar and activist Walter
Mignolo accepts Quijano’s theorizing of colonialism, then expands on it by mobilizing
the concept Global South scholars now call coloniality. This concept connects into my
theorizing of Wynter’s concept of Man. Next, the complex nature of the oppressions
brought forth through modernity, as a lens, considers coloniality— “in order words, is
constitutive of modernity” (Mignolo, 2011, p. 3).2 Specifically, “coloniality names the
underlying logic of the foundation and unfolding of Western civilization from the
Renaissance to today of which historical colonialisms have been a constitutive,
although downplayed, dimension” (Mignolo, 2011, p. 2). Understanding the structures,
in this case, coloniality and modernity, in the historical and philosophical sense in
which Wynter explains the emergence of Man, who over-represents his local Western
genre as the human species itself allows us to sketch out a and challenges the those
logics grounded in capital and/or race debates of the Western Academy (Wynter,
1984, 1990, 1994, 1995, 1996, 2000, 2003, 2006).

For Wynter, like other coloniality theorists, Columbus’ arrival in the Americas in
1492, and other voyages outside of Europe, are landmark moments. This is the time
when the concepts of Man and Human become one and the same (Wynter, 1995).
This epochal shift, which Wynter calls “the Big Bang,” occurred through two events,
which resulted in an epistemic shift away from the theocentric Human towards what
she calls the secularization (de-Godding and therefore, de-Christianization) of our cul-
ture (Wynter, 1995, 2003). For Wynter, the two discoveries that spurred this shift were
Christopher Columbus’ expedition in 1492 and Copernicus’ discovery that the Earth
moved on an axis, rotated around the sun, and was not the center of the universe
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(Wynter, 1995). Nicolaus Copernicus’ heliocentric theory challenged the Christian con-
ception that the Earth is the center of the universe and stood perfectly still (Wynter,
1995). For Wynter, these events opened the possibility for new ways of knowing the
world itself. Columbus’ and Copernicus’ discoveries made the previous truth of the
time obsolete and led to the inter-human atrocities of the aftermath of 1492.

In the epoch of Christian Man, Columbus applied his eschatological schema of the
Earth’s geographical torrid zones of habitable/uninhabitable lands to the New World
peoples, seeing them within the “triadic model of the triadic formal model of the
Judeo-Christian perception of non-Christians” (Wynter, 1995, p. 29). That is, Columbus
would see this as one category of human populations divided up into Christian (those
who heard and accepted the new word of Christ), infidels, those who rejected or
refused the word and were thereby enemies of Christ, and the last group, idolaters,
“those pagan polytheistic peoples who had either ignored or had not yet been
preached the word” (1995, p. 29). Columbus, Wynter argues, made congruent the
Taino and Arawak peoples on October 12, 1492, subjugating them “into the third cat-
egorical model, and under the ‘mobile classificatory label’ idolater” (1995, p. 29). Aim�e
C�esaire echoes this in Discourse on Colonialism: “Christianity¼ civilization, pagan-
ism¼ savagery, from which there could not but ensue abominable colonial and racist
consequences, whose victims were to be the Indians, the Yellow peoples, and the
Negroes” (2000, p. 33). For those of African descent, Wynter elaborates, “It was to be
the figure of the Negro (i.e. The category comprised by all peoples of Black African
hereditary descent) that it was to place at the nadir of its Chain of Being; that is, on a
rung of the ladder lower than that of all humans…” (Wynter, 2003, p. 301).

One can link the emergence of a secular account of Man from a Christian theo-
logical account to the voyages of discovery that instituted the anti-Black and anti-
Native/Indigenous colonial modality of power. Wynter, in the first description of Man
(referred to as Man1), links the “epistemological transformation of the Renaissance to
the reconfiguring of civitas—a reconfiguring that was underwritten by consequence
and the architectures and procedures of colonial power it engendered” (Da Silva,
2015, p. 93). First, Wynter argues that in the late 15th to early 16th centuries in north-
ern Europe, during the first secular epistemic rupture, Man is a natural thing. This
mode would be elevated in such a way that all other modes of being human would
be symbolically disavowed (Da Silva, 2015; Wynter, 2003) in what Wynter calls the nat-
uralization of Man—which refers to the West positioning itself as one mode of human
as naturally rational and good and negates the ability to distinguish the human from
other natural things—as a purely natural-biological thing (Da Silva, 2015; Wynter,
1995, 2003). As a result of the processes of Reformation, the Enlightenment, and the
French Revolution, the post-medieval secularization invents the second reincarnation
of Man (referred to as Man2), from the 19th century to present time (Wynter, 1995,
2003). Man2 is framed with the evolution paradigm and put forth in Charles Darwin’s
insights on natural selection and science (Wynter, 2003). According to Wynter, this
ideological shift revises humanness to differentially categorize “all the colonialized
darker-skinned natives of the world and the darker-skinned poorer Europeans people
themselves” (Fitzpatrick, 1992, as cited in Da Silva, 2015, pp. 94–95). The new master
code was a purely scientific (biological) and economic (Marxism, neo-liberalisms,
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political economics) one that divided the world into the selected and deselected: who
will or will not experience symbolic death for their ejection from being an ideal self
and the ruling elite (Da Silva, 2015; Wynter, 1995, 2003, 2006).

I want the reader to digest four points in thinking about Wynter’s epistemic geneal-
ogy of coloniality: a) Elementary understandings of ontological difference, what would
later be called race, racism, anti-Black racism, anti-Native/Indigenous racism, and anti-
Blackness, are not only operational in each of the epistemic shifts/ruptures beginning
with Man1, but also they organize the very being, knowledge, and power of modern-
ity, that is, the totality of life since 1492; b) This was the first time, as a species, homo
sapiens not only knew what racialized bodies were, but particular groups of humans
experienced themselves through these new onto-epistemological racial codes as a
result of coloniality; c) Each epistemic rupture possesses both continuities and dis-con-
tinuities. The continuities are the founding categories of Man (the structural position
itself), and the asymmetrical and hierarchical social, political, economic, and cultural
chasm between Man and his Human Others, with African originated peoples represent-
ing the total structural extreme of Man. The dis-continuities represent the different
clues, signs, logics, and discourses in each of the revolutions and the different social
goals, orders of being, and thinkers that caused an epistemic shift; d) For Wynter,
then, any political revolution must be tied to an epistemological revolution in our
modern episteme of Man. Historically, people have fought to change the political and
education systems without a change in the corresponding terrain which represents,
and therefore dehumanizes, the subjects who are both liberating themselves and in
need of liberation. Change is twofold as it involves changing both representation and
the culture that instructs. As a consequence of our failures, we continue to imprison
ourselves and our children in the coloniality of being.

Introducing Neocolonial Mind Snatching: The Dark Origins of
EuroAmerican Civilization

Neocolonial Mind Snatching operates simultaneously at multiple circular autopoiesis
layers. One layer of this concept operates at the level at the onto-episteme. Because
EuroAmerican Western Man is the ontological representation of the human and
because his consciousness is the result of his attempting to become ontological, only
a singular homogenous version of God (Man) can exist. Under Christian Man secular
reinventions, Man is exchanged for a deity. Colonializing, with its destruction of other
notions of being human, is thereby necessary. Everything that once was good, is re-
written to be white. A new Western European mythology establishes itself as a found-
ing category by using its own culture as a measuring stick of humanness and claiming
that this criterion has always existed and will always exist. The “Human others,” those
who fall outside of the founding category of humanness, are placed on a ladder of
“not-quite human” to “non-human.” This is explained by Wynter’s descriptive state-
ments of man. For the process to set in, you need to destroy a person’s history, know-
ledge systems, language, and religion, while simultaneously arguing that they have no
value, are inferior, and are therefore incongruent/incompatible with a modern world.
After the destruction of a subject’s organizational, structural, economic, and
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environmental systems as a result of colonialism’s goals to both accumulate capital
and eliminate Indigeneity, the West is there to offer a solution to the ongoing proxim-
ity to death with more of the same slavery, extractive exploitive capitalism, and neo-
liberal wage slavery. After 500 years of being called “nigger,” “nigga,” “barbaric,”
“savages,” “slaves,” “uncivilized,” “uncultured,” “backwards,” “apes,” “monkeys,” and
“dirty” by European humanism, after slavery, shantytowns, ghettos, prisons, substand-
ard schools, favelas, imperialism, empire and the like, it’s not irrational for those
“human others” to desire a taste of life and a proximity to “humanity.” Humanism led
to “nigger” subjects and now the West is proposing colonization/coloniality as solu-
tion. At the pedagogical level, it’s the devaluing of and neglecting of Black people’s
contributions to humanity and the positive awarding of white people’s culture and
contributions. This is done in history and literature textbooks, which will be explained
in the next section. After having your people’s psychology assaulted since the 15th
century, whiter skin (skin bleaching creams which are popular in Africa and the
Caribbean) or lighter skin as a result of colorism becomes desirable, Standard English
as it is rewarded in our economy is not only preferred but practiced through the
behaviour of designating native languages as backwards and ugly. Movies, art, poetry,
dance, and music are only valued as long as they are mainstream and support the
taste of the middle-class. “Where is the theft, since snatching implies it?” you may ask.
The theft happens at the first act of the encounter between the colonizer and the
colonized. The colonizer, the European, and/or the American white, encounters the
“human other” then witnesses their vibrant societies, clothes, dress, foods, philoso-
phers, art works, crops, organic life, religions, music, instruments, sciences, bodies, skin
colour, hair styles, then plunders and destroys it in that country and ships the remains
back to the Motherland or the financial capital. They begin to incorporate the remains
of the colonized in/to their culture, and construct a mythology of these never existing
prior to the European encounter. Then the European and the American offer it back to
you, in a different form from which it originated from but not entirely unfamiliar. The
process is to both extract the various languages, knowledges, and cultural systems of
these populations, and then to destroy these artefacts, as if they never existed. As a
result of the absence, a consequence of the destruction, and without another present
alternative for a lifestyle equal to the European version of human that has become
more global, others on the planet are confronted with the same dilemma and decide
to accept the white versions or are unaware that this is happening as a result of the
education curriculum. More often than not, for poor Black people the “implanting” of
the “nigger” version of humanity guarantees that humanity is exclusive and only
reserved for those deemed worthy. But nonetheless, a theft takes place; a person is
exchanged for a “nigger.” Now we have people consuming hummus, pita chips, tacos,
coffee, Blues, Jazz, Yoga, House Music, critical theories, and super fruits, pop music,
and associating it with middle-class taste. The irony is that teachers sometimes will
introduce these to their students as something they discovered or encountered.

In conclusion, the entire project is to snatch people’s personhood and humanity
while simultaneously creating a civilization on theft and conning the victim into
believing that no theft occurred as they have nothing to steal. As a result of this,
European equals a symbolic life and Blackness equates to a symbolic death in the
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“nigger” subject. One is not left with a lot of good options. I will explore this in depth
in two contexts: the US educational system which is the next section and the contin-
ent of Africa in the following one.

How and Why We Experience and Exist as Negros and Savages in the
Curriculum of Man

To explore these insights in a Fanon-like context is to realize that the EDUCATION
SYSTEM has been, and still is, the chief agent of indoctrination by which the colon-
ized Black internalizes the standards of the colonizer OTHER (Wynter, 1972, p. 75). For
years, American educators have attempted to include diverse literature in their classes.
Even textbook publishers have made small efforts to do the same, largely resulting in
simply adding materials. The addition of materials has not necessarily led to changes
in pedagogy or transformed the curriculum so that students see their lives repre-
sented in the curriculum (Cross, 2003, p. 208). The two previous sections set out to
articulate a more totalizing, and, therefore, comprehensive meta-analysis of the world
we now inhabit in order understand modernity/coloniality/colonialism. The next step
is to argue that education is created from that world. This and the following section
will concertize Wynter’s theoretical conception of Man and its disastrous effects on
Black students in the classrooms. The probability of American educators gaining com-
petence in developing a radical, humane curriculum outside of Man and his two
descriptive statements is low, as “Presently some 90% of the more than 1,200 teacher
preparation programmes in the United States follow a traditional curriculum… how-
ever, the curriculum does not reflect social reality and is therefore derelict in preparing
them to function in a culturally pluralistic and global society” (Cross, 2003, p. 204). If
the American teaching force is becoming increasingly white (Cross, 2003) and most
programmes follow a traditional Western curriculum, then we can conclude that the
majority of Black students will have teachers ill-equipped to acknowledge their repre-
sentation of Man, which thereby blinds them to the existence of the prevailing domin-
ant Eurocentric school curriculum in the current order of things (Ani, 2014; Desai &
Sanya, 2016; King, 1994; Scheurich & Young, 1997; Shujaa, 1994; Wynter, 1990, 2003).
This blindness causes teachers to instruct students in a way that centres Euro-
American habits, attitudes, cultures, ways of being, political systems, cosmologies, and
knowledge systems, which exterminates other populations’ presence from the
American social imaginary or, “as, in the case of the present textbooks, to strategically
marginalize the centrality of the ‘inherited baggage’ that the slaves of African descent
brought with them on the slave ships across the Middle Passage” (Wynter, 1990,
pp. 6–7).

In Do Not Call Us Negros, Wynter identifies the dominant teaching curriculum and
knowledge as “a native model.” “This,” Wynter writes “native model, I propose, is the
cultural model on which the United States is based and instituted as a nation. US
national identity is generically Euro-American and White” (Wynter, 1992, p. 8), which
creates an “American Fiction,” (p. 8) written exclusively by white Americans to create a
conception of the nation that, by its very definition, must ontologically erase the exist-
ence of the Indigenous inhabitants of the continent, “as well as the other founding
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population group who had come, not as immigrants in search of freedom, but as
slaves in chains” (p. 8). Here, the American figure of Man, emulating his Anglo relative,
engages in a form of coloniality of being—a sphere in which power is articulated
around the creation of proper human subjects—that is congruent with the social goals
and state of being under Man2 (Maldonado-Torres, 2007; Wynter, 1992). Furthermore,
this “American Fiction” also exerts itself through what Maldonado-Torres calls a colo-
niality of knowledge, where power is transmitted and valued as authoritative know-
ledge in our schools. For Black people specifically, the coloniality of knowledge
distorts “realities and abducts Diaspora Africans from their Afro/Human cultural
moorings… . As a result, teachers participate in this abduction, often unknowingly as
a result of their own mis-education” (King, 1994, p. 275). Like King, Wynter argues that
the exclusion of Black children at the level of empirical reality is correlated with a
school curriculum “whose system of knowledge represented the nation as being
bonded by the shared biogenetic characteristics of “whiteness” (1992, p. 9).

Contrary to popular belief, it is disingenuous to argue that the system is failing its
“disadvantaged,” “marginalized, “historically oppressed and excused populations” and/
or “low-income students.” Rather, the ontological and epistemic erasure of Black stu-
dents constitutes the United States’ conception “of itself in the terms of national iden-
tity” (Wynter, 1992, p. 9). The system is working because of the fact these students are
erased and excluded from school. Consequently, the current descriptive statement of
Man, Man2—bio-economic man—forms the epistemic milieu in which we live. Bio-eco-
nomic man operates unconsciously as a modern form of biological racism that situates
teachers’ behaviour to exclude these students under the notion that some human
beings have historically threatened the genetic white purity of the Nation (especially
African descendent populations). Along with this biological rationale, there is an eco-
nomic rationale of natural scarcity logic. This logic rests on the idea that we inhabit a
planet with a limited amount of resources and exploding human birth rates.
Consequently, some people should be willingly neglected in order for others to sur-
vive (Wynter, 1990). Schooling in modernity suspends the humanity of Black children
in order to exterminate their pedagogical life under anti-Black racist frameworks, bio-
logical racism, and natural scarcity.

The racist Euro-American curriculum has farther reaching implications for our stu-
dents of colour. The uncalculated accumulative destruction of this racist representa-
tional symbolic apparatus motivates “whites (by representing their ancestors as having
done everything worthwhile) and demotivating Black children (by representing them
as doing nothing)” (Wynter, 2003, p. 326). This ensures the stable reproduction of
what I call neocolonial mind snatching. The impacts of neocolonial mind snatching are
catastrophic. Through violently disciplining the bodies and minds of Black children in
this nation’s classrooms, the white population group, as a whole, performs as though
they are to be at the apex of the social order, while those Human Others’ children
accept the seemly foregone conclusion that they are to be at the bottom of the social
order. This system, sustained at the unconscious level by educators, administrators,
and policy makers, reifies its own civilizational racism through the systemic produc-
tions of discourses on the “achievement gap” between Black and white students. This
is highlighted by psychologist Richard J. Herrnstein and political scientist Charles
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Murray in their 1994 book, The Bell Curve., Herrnstein and Murray maintain that the
notion of an achievement gap relies on the belief that Black students inherently lack a
naturally high intelligence (I.Q.) as a result of belonging to a particular genetic group.

If we take Desai and Sanya (2016) at their word when they write in their piece,
Towards Decolonial Praxis: Reconfiguring the Human and the Curriculum, the “dominant
curriculum is derived from, normalises (sic), and preserves homo-economicus, an indi-
vidualized, accumulation oriented Western genre of human based on free-market capi-
talism” (p. 6), then we can conclude that both multiculturalism and critical race theory
in education is suspect and insufficient in rupturing the current order of things.
Multiculturalism and critical race theory cannot bring closure to the descriptive state-
ments of Man. Multicultural education is suspect and insufficient because it lacks an
ontology of why difference exists and continues to centre Western European culture
in discussions of pedagogy and curriculum (King, 1994). Moreover, the multicultural
model obscures the racial-capitalist violence that formed this nation over an American
fiction that the U.S. is a nation of immigrants who came for better opportunities and,
although eventually integrated, also experienced hardships (Wynter, 1992). As for crit-
ical race theory (CRT), by losing its critical edge during the founders’ centering of
Black people in their theorization of law and later education, CRT has become multi-
cultural-ized to the point where Black students’ experiences are no longer seen as
unique and integral to understanding racism, anti-Blackness, and inequalities in educa-
tion (Dumas & Ross, 2016).

Until we actually read Wynter’s work in the method that Spillers articulates, children
will continue to be educated in the debris of a colonial form of curriculum and peda-
gogy. This reality serves to sever Black people from their cultural human connections
to their ancestors and their communities through the erasure and disavowing of their
actual experiences and existence in this country’s schooling system. In summary, a
framing of our problems as only economic ones is insufficient and therefore provides
an incomplete analysis of the total civilizational project of anti-Blackness in the class-
room. We can only discuss true political projects of “resource distribution” under
Marxist analysis when the hierarchal arrangements and accumulation of violence on
racialized bodies comes to an end. I see no truly human socialist or post-capitalist pro-
ject in which Black children are treated as humans until such projects challenge the
underlying logics of that Black children are niggers and savages as a consequence of
an anti-Black onto-epistemological cultural frame of reference.

Centering the Global South to Understand Neocolonial English Education
Curriculum and its Implications for our Human Existence

The last section theorized anti-Blackness in the American curriculum as the effect of
modernity/coloniality/colonialism. The internal ontological, social, political, and eco-
nomic domestic colonies are insufficient for Man’s desires and aspirations of achieving
total God-like status of Man divine, Alpha and Omega. He needs more: land, labour,
and resources, to not only extract surplus from labour and land, but from humans’
mental capacities as well. In effect, this creates hundreds of millions of subjects who
desire European goods and services. Here, a dual purpose is accomplished: by
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suppressing the revolutionary potential of young minds, you teach them their know-
ledge and cosmologies lack inherent worth, as do their native tongues. In a new glo-
balized world, this diminishes the emancipatory zeal of these students. The West—
through its corporations and financial institutions—secures the stability of the current
episteme through late-capitalism (which creates new subjects to buy goods and serv-
ices) and modernity/coloniality/colonialism by suppressing the revolutionary potential
of young minds. Thus, through force, Man’s human rights organizations (the United
Nations being one of them) and, the fiscal and monetary policies of the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund, intentionally “underdevelop” areas along the
prescribed “lines that are needed to enable them to continue as non-competitive
reserve areas of the overall global system” (Wynter, 1996, p. 307).

Neocolonial mind snatching is utilized in this section to bear witness to the methods
in which the West maintains its representation as having been “bio-evolutionary
selected for economic growth and material redemption” (Wynter, 1996, p. 307), which
is designed within our “present mode of subjective understanding to embody the cri-
terion of the truly human” (p. 307), or the second descriptive statement of Man. I will
leave my theorization of anti-Blackness in the previous section to focus here on bring-
ing Wynter to scale by arguing that what is happening within the United States is
occurring abroad. We are exporting our anti-Blackness into other parts of the globe,
namely, the African continent. If we accept Wynter’s claim in “Is Development a Purely
Empirical Concept or also Teleological?” that “Black Africa has been made to embody
the extreme form of the category of lack” (p. 310), then it is only when we understand
Africa in its relation to modernity/coloniality/colonialism that we can call for an epis-
temological transformation that is even more far reaching than what Columbus and
Copernicus initiated during Christian Man (Wynter, 1996).

Steven J. Klees writes in “A Quarter Century of Neoliberal Thinking in Education
Misleading Analyses and Failed Policies” that neoliberalism has been a hegemonic
force for the past quarter of a century and that we have seen a profound global shift
in how we think about education during the same time frame. After experimenting
with economic and social policies of developing nations, the World Bank’s and the
International Monetary Fund’s next great experiments are in education. However,
unlike Kless, who maintains that these great experiments are failures, I argue other-
wise. If we take the criteria of success to be the opposite of advertised objectives, its
underlying intents in bringing forth a backwards Africa through the proliferation of
“primitive” discourses, then the great experiment is succeeding. To go far into the
depths of the unconscious of the anti-Black civilizational project of neocolonial mind
snatching, I will turn my attention of Africa.

In “Neoliberal Globalisation, Science Education and African Indigenous Knowledges”
Edward Shizha writes, “The imposition of neoliberal globalisation and Eurocentric sci-
ence education in Southern Africa raises questions on how African people develop
their African humanity and sociability” (2011, p. 15). Neoliberal globalization is
imposed on African educational philosophies to the point where they exist in a state
of contestation between Indigenous knowledges and neoliberalization (Shizha, 2011).
How can people reclaim their own indigenous knowledges/sciences when they are
held in captivity by the colonial powers through their exclusion and marginalization
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within science education? How can African students act upon their natural world
when African Indigenous philosophies and ways of knowing are facing an onslaught
by neo-colonialism? African Indigenous science3 provides a systemic framework for
African studies to relate to both the world and the land. African Indigenous science
threatens the ascension of Man as he attempts to homogenize or whiten the world in
his own image. This science curriculum, that was either adapted, or in some cases,
forced, by the World Bank, represents an epistemic violence in the content and prac-
tice that often alienates African students (Shizha, 2011). The science curricula that
often comes from the West is de-contextualized and has no relevance to the
Indigenous people and their everyday activities. Education now operates with the
belief that scientific knowledge can be transferred to educational systems in Africa.
This is different than the past when Europeans believed that most Africans lacked the
rationality to learn Western knowledge systems. As this happens, one should think
about the impacts of an empirical or positivist science isolating African students from
their context-based indigenous knowledge systems (Shizha, 2011). People in Africa are
showing epistemic resistance in the form of African Indigenous knowledge systems, as
the West simultaneously weaponizes Man1’s logic of rationality through the argument
that African knowledge systems lack a scientific system of knowing how nature and
life work (Shizha, 2011).

Therefore, using the Wynterian framework we can conclude that under the two
descriptive statements of Man, African ways of knowing lack validity and utility com-
pared to the Western science knowledge global society. The underlining logic is that
Africans lack humanity. Africans represent the defect of the true European self, iso-
morphic to their Diasporic Black kin (especially poor, lower-income, working class
Black youth) in the Western hemisphere (Wynter, 1992, 1996, 2003). This defect, or
ontological lack, is embodied “at the level of race in all peoples of European descent
and at the level of class, in the global middle classes” (Wynter, 1996, p. 308). This
explains why citizens in the West possess a paternalistic perspective on the people on
the continent of Africa, as they seem to represent a lack of religious capacity (lack the
proper religious views, Christian Man), mental intelligence (naturally irrational, Man1),
and the specific genetic codes’ ability to educate themselves properly (bio Man2). For
the purposes of this paper, Africans lack the proper race, which equals the proper
mode of humanity. From the Western position, Africans’ epistemologies lack a compre-
hensive scientific system in a globalized modern world. Secondly, we now have what I
call an infinite feedback circular logic that the people on the continent cannot
escape—because the Dark people (first defect) on this large landmass we now call
Africa originate from a torrid, uninhabited, unexplored zone (second defect) outside of
Christian salivation (third defect), it is no accident that Africa is now represented in
the media as the Third World Africa, or in President of the United States Donald
Trump’s language, full of “s���hole countries” (Davis, Stolberg, & Kaplan, 2018). Africa
and its diasporic related kin will always be positioned outside of humanity as the
fallen so long as modernity exists. Thus, the defective origins of a 15th century “Dark
Continent,” which ironically brought life to coloniality (through slavery’s accumulation
of Black bodies and the extermination of Native/Indigenous), means a defective exist-
ence (a non-existence, a non-being), and therefore a defective end, a symbolic/social
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death. For most, this is conceptualized as “support capitalism and live, or reject and
die a slow death.” Only a new epistemological strategy of anti-modernity and de-colo-
nialization can end the infinite feedback circular logic of the African and the Black as
the beginning and end of life and death.

Next, neocolonial mind snatching includes not only the destruction of subjects,
knowledges, and cultures of Global South populations, but their languages too, as
English promotion is a central component of neoliberal curriculum. In his book,
Something Torn and New: An African Renaissance, Ngugi Wa Thiong’o writes,
“[A]fricans, in the diaspora and on the continent, were soon to be the recipients of
this linguistic logic of conquest, with two results: linguicide [the genocide of lan-
guages] in the case of the diaspora and linguistic famine, or linguifam, on the con-
tinent” (Thiong’o, 2009, p. 17). This conquest of language, and other cultural practices,
is often canonized systemically through the positive marking of all things European
and Euro-American, and simultaneously systemically stigmatizing and marking as
negative all things African/Afro-American and marking all things Indigenous/Native as
backwards (King, 1994, 2006; Wynter, 2003). This correlates with the death of native
non-colonial languages (tongues) as well. Indigenous people worldwide, both the dia-
sporic and continental, who are in neo-colonialism are recipients of what Ngugi Wa
Thiong’o calls the “linguistic logic of conquest,” This has two results:

linguicide [emphasis added] in the case of the diaspora and linguistic famine, or linguifam
[emphasis added], on the continent. Linguicide is the linguistic equivalent of genocide.
Genocide involves conscious acts of physical massacre; linguicide, conscious acts of
language liquidation. Linguicide, writes Skutnabb-Kanga, ‘implies that there are agents
involved in causing the death of languages’ (Thiong’o, 2009, p.17)

Language is an important element in a people’s culture, as Thiong’o illustrates.
With the expansion of the British Empire, “English was made an instrument of domin-
ation and silencing; it was used to regulate and police access to authority and know-
ledge among colonized people” writes John Willinsky in Learning to Divide the World
(1998, p. 191). English has become a world language—it is the official language of
half of the world nations whose native tongue is not English, with the other non-
native official languages being French and Spanish (Willinsky, 1998). These colonial
languages were forced upon the subjects under colonialism, which explains why the
English language is estimated to have approximately 800 million to one billion speak-
ers (Kachru, 1992, as cited in Willinsky, 1998). As a global language, English dominates
all aspects of contemporary global life, and it seems English will continue to do so for
the foreseeable future (Yew, 2014). English as a world language carries with it the cul-
tural, racial, and national legacy Willinsky associates with education as a tool for
imperialism. English is promoted as a cultural gift, where one who speaks its tongue
inherits its wealth through the possession of it. Even when it was not welcome, the
English language was forced across the empire as “some believe it is spoken by God”
(Willinsky, 1998). In the formal colonial situation, “with very few exceptions, there were
no systematic attempts during the colonial era to use any African language in high
status functions” (Alexander, 1999, p. 6).

As this relates to schooling, historically, education and schools were tools of coloni-
alism used to transfer culture to the newly occupied middle-class and elite subjects
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from the motherland. However, the dismantling of traditional colonialism in the mid-
to-late 20th century, and the primacy of knowledge in late capitalism, means that edu-
cation has a higher premium as it takes on new, distinct dimensions. The total colon-
ization of our being is created during this process and sustains itself by destroying the
minds of liminal Black, Indigenous, and other global poor bodies, thereby replacing
them with white-European languages, desires, customs, histories, literatures, and myth-
ical-origin stories. For most past colonial subjects, this is the only path towards valor-
ization, citizenship, dignity, representation, and recognition under late-modernity. The
European culture is seductive: it gives power, life, or what Wynter calls Man, who is
over-represented as human. Today, this operates at the level of a two-tier education
system in ex-colonial societies whereby students at the primary level have the ability,
in some circumstances, to use their native language, while those at the secondary and
higher education level receive instruction in English (Alexander, 1999; Ricento, 2012).
According to Punchi, Sri Lanka and African countries struggle to have their local ver-
naculars taught beyond the primary level as the World Bank promotes global English
education for investment and competitive reasons. Punchi argues that students in
Norway use only Norwegian “in every sphere in society” and “…being proficient in
Norwegian is a prerequisite for securing a job” (2001, p. 374) in the private and public
sector. Conversely, Punchi asserts that “Sri Lanka is heading to a stage where being
proficient only in vernaculars will be a disqualification for employment” (p. 374). The
students who belong to the Native, Negro, and global poor populations, learn by this
grand omission that their traditions are without value and have no place in a glo-
bal society.

Low-income countries are told that the new jobs for their citizens will be high-pay-
ing and skilled, which requires a knowledge of the English tongue. However, in prac-
tice, these counties’ only “…play a very particular and narrow role in the global
system, which is to provide cheap labor and natural resources to richer countries… .
This has the effect of retarding local economic development, as targeted investments
are made by the rich countries for the benefit of rich countries’ short-term economic
gains, with no consideration of the long-term economic or social sustainability for the
less powerful nation” (Ricento, 2012). Under this “pseudo-humanism,” Western civiliza-
tion does not represent a centering of human beings at all (C�esaire, 2000). The Global
South is excluded from being equal on the global stage. As such, the power axis of
the West coercively enforces English in nation building and teaching instruction as a
precondition for loans and development programmes, thus maintaining the cultural
and economic domination of ex-colonial societies. The impacts of these practices are
severe. For example, Skutnabb-Kangas in “The Globalisation of (Educational) Language
Rights” implicates the educational systems backed by hegemonic global systems, argu-
ing that they cause the “murder” of oral languages, resulting in a “linguistic genocide”
(2001, p. 201). As I stated earlier, violence operates in different forms and on multiple
levels; the violence and intentionality of “linguistic genocide” is just another example
of this violence.

In conclusion, education, as a tool of colonialism, replaces the occupation of former
stages of colonialism with schools and a neo-liberal English pre-packaged curriculum
that promotes free-trade, deregulation, and privatized social services to address
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long-term structural inequalities and government retreat under neoliberalism to bring
these students into the 21st century. But like the Black students in the United States
have learned from their collective historical experiences, this is not a life worth living
on Man’s territory; the social and symbolic death is nonetheless, in the literal sense of
the term, still a death.

On Ends/Beginnings and Giving Humanness a Different Future by Giving
it a Different Past4

In this paper, I argue that Wynter’s work should be utilized as a new way of thinking
about colonial and anti-Black education. I took Wynter’s work to the scale of the pre-
sent-day global education system to argue that Wynter’s work on the genesis of how
the Western European subject, through epistemic revolutions in Europe, came to form
what she coins Man. This can be utilized as a new theoretical framework to trace and
analyze the history of a colonialism/coloniality of education in the United States and
abroad to capture the minds and bodies of non-middle-class, non-European popula-
tions, through a process/technique I coin neocolonial mind snatching. This occurs on a
larger scale, in order for non-middle-class, non-European populations to achieve the
Western project of becoming ontological. Neocolonial mind snatching, in effect, creates
hundreds of millions of subjects who to desire to be European and therefore consume
their goods and services, as this is one of the few avenues to earn symbolic life. In uti-
lizing non-Western literature as an epistemic bomb, a systematic critique of our entire
education system as an effort to expand the space of Black creative spaces to their
outer limits in order to rupture the education system becomes possible.

Sylvia Wynter calls for “the practitioner of Black Studies to now put forward, on the
basis of a parallel counter-assertion, that the original lay humanist had effected at the
end of the medieval order, a new framework of rationality” (Wynter, 1996, p. 308) in a
practice she calls “the ceremony” (1984). This “parallel counter-assertion,” or “the cere-
mony,” is similar to the call that Spillers makes to Black creative intellectuals. Black cre-
ative intellectuals need to intervene in the field of curriculum studies, and in
education in general, to unearth our longing to be Man. I suggest we use the thinkers
of the Black radical tradition, pioneers Aim�e C�esaire and Frantz Fanon, to accompany
Sylvia Wynter in the quest to move beyond the present epistemological order by pro-
posing a new culture system, a human praxis, rather than another bio-genetic—man
as rational natural organism—epistemological system. Coupled with a modernistic
understanding of history, these tools will help us bring about the decolonization of
Man-as-Human represented in the struggle for non-Western-humanism-as-praxis, and
the collapse and closure of the five-hundred-year colonial project of the modernity/
coloniality/colonialism Western figure of Man. C�esaire, Wynter, and Fanon use their lit-
erary and poetic aspects as sharp weapons against colonialism to produce passages
that sing to us and nourish our minds as we struggle to wage a war against a sick
and perverted Western civilization, which in turn damages the spirits, aspirations, and
futures of Black, Indigenous, and global poor students (C�esaire, 2000; Kelley, 2000).

To those readers who are expecting a critique and solution, backed by empirical
evidence, a hypothesis, and full bullet points for how to end neocolonial mind
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snatching, you are bound for disappointment. Instead, we must abandon our imprison-
ment to the logics of “applicability” and “practicality” in our discussions of solutions in
education. If one’s solutions do not meet the threshold for “real world implications,”
then they are automatically dismissed or ridiculed. No form of actual humanism can
exist in this status quo, only fugitive practices of it. Modernity is structurally incapable
with producing a human language, a human grammar, and a new set of instructions
for how to live humanly together as a cultural species, rather than genetic ones. Any
fugitivity and local insurrections may be wholly insufficient for dealing with permanent
resettlements of how to address the human in an anti-Black colonial world. But if you
are asking different questions about education, curriculum, instruction, and new social
imaginaries, then you are already on the right track to come up with your own answer
to the question, “who am I?”

Furthermore, for those who teach Black students, you may begin to understand
how to direct them as they ask and answer the question, “what am I?” (Gordon, 1999,
p. 104 as cited in Haymes, 2001). For Black students, the former question would pre-
suppose a humanity, which they are denied and ejected from within this anti-Black
universe (Haymes, 2001). In the latter, Haymes argues, “one’s humanity is interrogated
and negated” (p. 72). Thus, what is denied for Black students as they represent the
most extreme form of human otherness (non-being) is the legitimacy of their Black
knowledges, Black existence, Black being, and Black consciousness. Therefore, assisting
Black students in navigating these epistemological, existential, ontological, and phe-
nomenological conundrums can potentially unleash their imaginations to be self-
determinate and self-actualizing, with the implication being their ability to take control
over their own lives and begin their ontological mission to be more fully human.

How should a curriculum remove the stress and consequences from being and
becoming human in the current episteme? It is worth struggling to reconfigure the
project of humanity and humanization as being a verb, not a noun. For academics,
this means turning all their attention into dislodging the West from the centre of
knowledge and beginning to ween ourselves from a Western genealogy to one
grounded in the Global South. This requires an entirely new epistemological system,
free from the descriptive statements of Man. Only then will being human as a praxis
become both a verb and a noun. Moreover, this will free us from our imprisonment—
our inability to reimagine ourselves outside of the discursive statements of Man. What
can we do to decolonize from this ethic? The only thing that matters for human liber-
ation is a terminology not associated with European political theories and radical
redistribution of the world’s resources for true self-determination. To save Black,
Indigenous, and the new global poor students, we must take Aim�e C�esaire’s and
Frantz Fanon’s calls to move forward as rapidly as possible, away from Europe, and
now America, and their problems. We should no longer follow the West’s footsteps;
we cannot be tempted like we are now to go back to the ancient way of reinventing
more descriptive statements of Man. We must carve out a new direction altogether.
This will “require us to plumb the depths of the imagination for a different way for-
ward” (Kelley, 2000, p. 28), which will “… illuminate… the power of poetic knowl-
edge,” offer new insights into the consequences of colonialism, and provide “a model
for dreaming a way of out of our postcolonial predicament” (p. 28).
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Notes

1. Anthony Bogues in his preface to After Man Towards the Human: Critical Essays on Sylvia
Wynter argues that Wynter’s interventions on the nature of Caribbean culture, creative
writing, “folk culture” and its profound meaning for the symbolic universe of Caribbean
reality, and her present genealogical critique of Western humanism can be divided
roughly into three periods, which, although distinct, are interconnected and inform each
other, establishing a unique discursive practice. The first period involves the major essays
published between 1968 and 1972. These essays include “Novel and History: Plot and
Plantation” and “One Love: Rhetoric or reality – Aspects of Afro- Jamaica.” These essays
wrestled to decipher the past and fashion a future in a language which was distinctively
Caribbean (Bogues, 2006). In this phase, she functioned as a public intellectual,
publishing her first major novel Hills of Hebron, and wrote Jamaican stage plays. The
second period of her work is centered in the US in the field of Black Studies. Here
Wynter brought her considerable talents to bear on the question of race and modernity
in the West (Bogues, 2006). This period was also marked by her essay on Caribbean
women writers, and her path breaking “1492: A New Worldview.’” Bogues argues this
essay was significant because it made clear that Wynter was exploring new ground, “that
of Western humanism and the nature of man” (Bogues, 2006, p. xv). In this project, she
expanded the ground previously cleared in the 1950s and early 1960s by two
extraordinary world figures who emerged from the Caribbean intellectual tradition–Aim�e
C�esaire and Frantz Fanon (Bogues, 2006). In her present and third stage, Wynter is
“confronting the entire intellectual architecture of the West, arguing in a genealogical
fashion about the nature of the concept of Man” (Bogues, 2006, p. xv). “On How We
Mistook the Map for the Territory, and ReImprisoned Ourselves in Our Unbearable
Wrongness of Being, of Desêtre: Black Studies Toward the Human Project” and her
extremely lengthy “Unsettling the Coloniality of Being/Power/Truth/Freedom: Towards
the Human, After Man, Its Overrepresentation-An Argument” are extraordinarily rich
pieces in this phase.

2. There are different forms of coloniality. Although the specific colonial power operations
are beyond the scope of this paper, there can be a coloniality of knowledge, coloniality of
being, and coloniality of power. All of these various forms of coloniality, developed by
coloniality/colonialism/modernity theorists, seeks to preserve and continue the different
historically produced versions of Man’s overrepresentation over their racialized epistemic-
ontogenetic notions of the human (Maldonado-Torres, 2007; Mignolo, 2007, 2011; Quijano,
2010; Wynter, 1995, 2003).

3. … cultural-specific knowledge that belongs to the original peoples of Africa that is based
on their philosophies. The knowledge incorporates their social and natural well-being, their
cosmos, and their spiritual world. It is a science that should be alive in contemporary
African schools because it is a living science that mirrors the people’s lived experience
(p. 15).

4. This heading is used in Katherine McKittrick and Sylvia Wynter’s chapter “Unparalleled
Catastrophe for Our Species” in McKittrick’s edited collection Sylvia Wynter: On Being
Human as Praxis (Duke University Press: Durham, 2015).
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